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auroraAurora (2022) exhibits a collection of work created by final-year BA 
photography students at Middlesex University. The work that features 
in this exhibition explores a vast scope of photographic genres and 
practices, offering insight into the boundless forms of artistic exploration 
employed by the photographers on show. 

As Don Miguel Ruiz (2001) wrote, ‘Humans are storytellers. It is our 
nature to make up stories, to interpret everything we perceive.’

The photographs on display here tell an eye-catching visual narrative 
regarding the students’ creative processes and lives over the past 
year. We welcome you to our exhibition and invite you to explore 
this labyrinthine world of expression created by final-year students at 
Middlesex University.

- Evan Higham-Gray, 2022 Graduate.
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Andra Chiru

This is a collection of images reflecting the artist’s feelings around 
home and her sense of belonging. Right now, she finds herself in 
England, which has become her new home. As she navigates this new 
territory through her work, she has found some of the photographs 
trigger memories and seems strangely familiar. The images bring 
back childhood memories, thoughts of her grandparents and their 
way of life which merge with more dreamlike associations with her 
heritage and past. This sense of being in one place and time which is 
also related to her past and her previous home in Romania suffuses 
the work. andrachiru.co.uk

Unforseen

https://andrachiru.co.uk/
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Andrew Hurll 

I have been into photography since I was young; over the years it 
turned into a hobby then business, then I found myself discovering 
new ways in which I wanted to work, especially in music, portraiture, 
landscape and product photography; so I took the time to come back 
and rethink and plan a new path in photography; and this is where I 
found myself at Middlesex University trying to turn my attention onto 
my overall aesthetic and style, to build a more conceptual approach to 
photography; and I feel this came to light in my photos... the endless 
void of searching for purpose. @andrew_hurll_photography

Purpose  

https://www.instagram.com/andrew_hurll_photography/
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Caroline Rooke

Correspondence is a communication between mind, body and spirit. 
This project explores Caroline Rooke’s innate understanding and 
expression of this universality. Within the spiritual philosophy of 
Hermeticism, there is a Principle of Correspondence which states, ‘as 
above, so below; as below, so above’. It signifies a truth correlating 
the mental, physical, and spiritual planes of existence, saying that all 
things between these planes are connected and manifest.

An intrinsic aspect of Rooke’s photography is to engage in meditation 
during the process of creating work. The trilogy of her practice is a 
focus on the nature of light, an awareness of the passing of time 
and the physical movement of breath within the body. The works 
presented have been made near her home, utilising the local natural 
environment to bring the message of Correspondence into our 
everyday noticing. carolinerooke.co.uk

Correspondence

https://www.carolinerooke.co.uk/
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Charlotte Atkinson

Throughout the national lockdowns of 2019 and 2020, I began a 
series of walks to explore my local landscape and ventured to new 
destinations. I discovered The Hillingdon Trail, which is a route that is 
20 miles long, covering areas of landscape from Harefield to Cranford, 
West London. Walking and photographing became a way to escape 
from the digital world and explore the landscape around me. It also 
allowed an opportunity to question my surroundings, ideas of nature 
and urban environment. Through this sequence of black and white 
photographs, I consider how we have affected the local landscape via 
pollution, construction, and vandalism.@char_atk

Walking the Trail

https://www.instagram.com/char.atk/
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Connery Ademokun

Connery Ademokun is a multinational photographer based between 
London and Atlanta, GA. He is primarily influenced by fashion and 
cinematic imagery, working to build a relationship between his 
subjects and his camera. His work aims to showcase the magnificence 
of uniquely created contemporary characters and is fuelled by a 
curiosity and passion for discovering new ways of seeing. conneryademokun.com

https://conneryademokun.com/
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Evan Higham-Gray

It is a fundamental desire of human nature to be acknowledged and 
understood. Through an expression of visual identity, we as humans 
hope to project a persona and temperament that conveys who we 
truly are. Throughout history, young people have been a central 
driving force in this pursuit of identity and now, perhaps more than 
ever, an entire generation of young people are experimenting with 
how they express themselves.

Over the course of the past year, Evan Higham-Gray has become 
affiliated with a variety of young people, who to him, highlight this 
pursuit of visual expression. Through the use of intimate portraiture, 
his project Surrounded By Heads and Bodies (2022) documents the 
many faces of London’s youth, creating a celebration of individuality 
and expression. As the years pass, he hopes this work immortalises 
a generation of boundless expression. evangrayphotography.com

Surrounded by Heads and Bodies (2022)

http://evangrayphotography.com
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Gabija Grisiute

Life is like a play. We are stumbling on the stage as the script abruptly 
changes. Only we can see it; we are our own hardest judges.

My work is exploring confusion and uncertainty, learning acceptance 
and peace. Through still life, abstract and self portrait photography I 
am coming to terms with myself and ever-changing feelings.

Light and objects change, like mood and focus. And at the end of 
the day, all that’s left is peace and quiet, like a single stage light left 
shining. gabijagrisiute.com

A Play Of Light

https://www.gabijagrisiute.com/


Halimah Hussain

This project is a reflection on my personal relationship with the 
outdoors, specifically the Great North Woods, a woodland located in 
the south-east of the UK. This is a place I have consistently returned 
to, as it is where I feel immersed in nature. I am always finding new 
ways to include being outdoors in my everyday life, as it gives me 
such a strong sense of well-being. When in nature I feel calm and 
relaxed in contrast to the highly stressful, intensity of everyday urban 
life.

I want to make this collection of images evoke this feeling of escape 
and calmness, I have done this by taking images at all times of the 
day and in all types of weather. I have also brought parts of the na- 
ture I find in the woods into my own environment as tokens of the 
environment they are from. For me these objects act as gateways 
between my everyday life and the calm of the natural environment. @halimah_zh

24.3 Miles

https://www.instagram.com/halimah_zh/
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Jess Austin

These ‘love letters to the past’ are odes to past loved ones, ditties 
to old friends, and stories that ached until they were told. And oh, do 
they ache. A full size serving of nostalgia, with a side of bittersweet. 
Yes, they are my memories, but here I share them with you, and I 
hope that you can find parts of yourself in these words, and that they 
find you, too. @ jess._.chess

Love Letters To The Past

https://www.instagram.com/jess._.chess/
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Katie Barrett

With a certain degree of glorification, I produce images rooted in 
reality but extended into something almost romantic. Combining my 
artistic interests of classical painting, expressive literature and female 
gaze photography, I allow myself to construct an alternative version 
of my world. Blurring the lines between melancholy and euphoria, 
this project, alongside most of my photographic work, attempts to 
reveal the nuance and vibrancy of existence through observations 
of the mundane. Themes of the body, interpersonal relationships 
and identity are presented with a certain tenderness and affection 
throughout my work, by displaying isolated moments that allow time 
and space for reflection.@katiebarett

Breathing Space

https://www.instagram.com/katiebarett/
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Mariam Abo Hammad

“Tavy Bridge” draws attention to Thamesmead, an area in south-
east London, England, developed in the 1960s in an effort to solve 
social issues affecting earlier areas. Designed around futuristic 
ideas, it quickly became littered and abused, suffering from crime 
and from being categorised as unsafe. I approached the project 
with a sense of exploration, with the aim to discover Thamesmead 
myself and depict it as it is for the viewer. The project looks at the 
area with a neutral perspective and reveals the striking architecture 
and the enigma behind it. Furthermore, it shows an everyday tranquil 
landscape netted with mystery, considering themes of remoteness 
and solitude. I wanted my images to have the calm feeling I had when 
I first encountered the area and its peculiarity.

Tavy Bridge
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Matthew Smith

Thames Mudlarks have been rummaging the riverbed for many 
years. Historically, they have scoured the river Thames in an attempt 
to find objects which they could sell for a living. The modern Mudlark 
explores the Thames to unearth some of the rich history left behind. 
They are inter-tidal archaeologists.

Matthew Smith explores the modern-day Mudlark through portraiture, 
landscape and still-life. The project depicts the fascination and 
commitment behind the process of mudlarking. Smith is able through 
his photography to bring you, the viewer, into their world of treasures. 
There is a subtlety and depth within Smith’s work which defines and 
expresses the Mudlark’s passion. mattsmithphotograph.com

Thames Mudlarks

http://www.mattsmithphotograph.com/
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Molly Donaldson-Lewis

There are moments where I find myself compelled to document 
my own personal sense of vulnerability and harsh exposure, vivid 
moments that become blurred by time as I progress into a state of 
semi-consciousness powered by my behavior and actions. ‘Origins’ 
is the beginning of a certain existence, where my surroundings create 
an extension of my own being. There is a physical connection, an 
open behavior of calmness and fear as my own perception of myself 
begins to withdraw and isolate, as the nature of disorientation directs 
a sense of unease into personal familiarity. Comparing my harsh 
thoughts and extending this control, I find a rhythm in the balance of 
harmony between my experimental existence and mundane routine. 
A reflection of my past and future in an organic and rough display. My 
work is the pull between chaos and unity mixed with the feeling of 
uncertainty and observed interest, as the line tethers between them, 
sections of myself laid bare by my own submission.@mollyeliza_beth

Origins

https://www.instagram.com/mollyeliza_beth/
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Mon-Jia Liu

When we argue about the future, we trample the present, this pushed 
polarised distance between you and me. Those nights that we couldn’t 
sleep, loneliness filled the time. Can’t we just live in a sweet dream 
and never wake up? In this suffocating reality, what keeps us alive?

We have already forgotten our young faces and are forced to learn 
how to carry the weight of the everyday. We complain about being 
born in the wrong family; the wrong colour; dreaming the wrong 
expectations.

When we are afraid of losing, afraid of being eliminated, we must 
close our eyes and feel. Give up aiming for a perfect life. Life has no 
formula, only moments. Sunlight, air and water, the three essentials for 
human existence. Suddenly, we realise, we already have everything 
we need to survive. The morning sun still warm. The shining ocean. 
Dazzling wildflowers. The grass springing from the ground. These 
things are ordinary but strong, and perhaps they are why we are still 
here.@monicaliu.photo

Silver Lining: A Sequence Of Polaroid

https://www.instagram.com/monicaliu.photo/
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Naheel Khan

Fashion by Youth of London is a project representing the daily fashion 
in the young people of London. Fashion in London has continually 
been distinctive.

Over the year of 2022 Naheel Khan has photographed people around 
him who always looked interesting and stood out. These people are 
distinguishing as they come from different backgrounds which also 
relates to fashion back home which they are inspired from.

By using flash in the shots, Naheel khan has blended Fashion 
photography with a sense of documentary.

On display here are a series of images that show what modern 
fashion in London in 2022 is like. @nkystudiofficial

Fashion by Youth of London

https://www.instagram.com/nkystudiofficial/
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Natalia Malinowska

when I greet the morning rays
on Monday at eight
when I see through the bus window 
people chasing dreams in a hurry 
maybe someday I’ll find myself
in the raindrops
that are still waiting on the petals

roses bloom next to you in winter
the sheets smell like you
you remind me of those summer evenings
when in the meadow among the flowers’ fragrance 
I felt everything around
is in the right place
for the blades of grass sway gently
in the fragrant summer breeze
because our hands are clasped by touch
they know how to unite our hearts

maybe someday I’ll find myself just like in you
I have found all my hopes @ns.malinowska

take one breath for me

https://www.instagram.com/ns.malinowska/
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Paulo Madureira

This project explores the artist’s intrusive thoughts, based on his 
anxiety about showing his body. The symbiosis between non-
figurative self-portraits and the romantic representation of his partner 
takes us to a universe where delicacy, mystery and mythology 
intersect. The techniques used by the artist such as glass plates, 
long contrasted exposures and silver gelatine prints characterize 
his experimental approach. The predominance of shadowy figures 
absorbs the idea of photography as a tool for realistic representation. 
The artist assumes himself as a conceptual photographer, where the 
search for beauty and perfection is irrelevant to his practice. Instead, 
the use of alternative processes turns out to be substantial for his 
artistic expression.

Untraces is therefore a reflection of the relationship between two 
subjects (one of them being the artist) and the camera. Artists such 
as Julia Margaret Cameron, Sally Mann and Man Ray are relevant 
influences for his work. paulomadureira.work

UnTraces

https://paulomadureira.work/
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Raajkumar Shanmugasundaram

My photographs are an extension of my subconscious, and are very 
much a part of me. The mystery, angst, pleasure, melancholy and 
romanticism I experience are expressed through my work. I draw 
inspiration from these visions, which provide an opportunity to explore 
these deeper rooted emotions. Minimalism, colours, geometry and 
shapes play a key role through my narration in this alternate universe 
I create. raajkumars.com

https://www.raajkumars.com/
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Renée Gordon

A documentary type photographic series that highlight a father’s 
passion for football through nostalgia, love and loss. I documented my 
dad revisiting past memories, travelling back to what was his home 
and the longing to be back in goal. The series captures my dad looking 
back wistfully on the beautiful escape from reality that football is to 
him – re-living these recollections through the significances behind 
every keepsake, signed picture frames or the parks he once played 
in as a kid. The series depicts this through the range of portraits, 
landscapes and still-lives to foreshadow this escapology, obsession 
and lifestyle.@reneegordonphoto

Half-Time

https://www.instagram.com/reneegordonphoto/
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Shannen Beltran

“I forget you exist, until someone points out the empty space where 
you should be”.

Shannen chooses to reflect on her past, focusing on the relationship 
with her dad who was present for the first half of her life. Memory is 
a fragile and fickle thing that we always seem to be dependent on, 
certain moments that stick, but change every time it would be recalled. 
This series consists of fragmented memories of places, faces and 
personal belongings, photographed in a documentary portraiture 
style. Archival images from family albums which have merged with 
the present; all were shot in the same space, her grandparents’ home, 
where old memories lie, and new memories are made. @shannenb.photo

Absence

https://www.instagram.com/shannenb.photo/
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Skye Evelyn Matthew

A camera is a tool through which I can introduce myself to new 
experiences - my growth is reflective of the nurture of my practice. 
My instinct to capture moments of intimacy and vulnerability have 
naturally led me to shoot nudes, through my documentation of 
interactions with others, I am unveiling elements of myself.

My imagery is created during conversation, drawing inspiration from 
depictions of nude forms in pencil works and paintings. Capturing 
both the interaction and my subject’s essence, nude or clothed – an 
explicit or implicit depiction.

The nude is not meant to be the element which overrides the entire 
image, instead it is intended to be a subtle factor. I rarely direct my 
subjects; I allow them to relax and have their bodies fall naturally into 
comfortable arrangements.

My transition into shooting nudes first came as I thought to confront 
my personal issues with intimacy and nudity, where I would shoot 
these images, while being naked myself. I felt that this would make 
sense, for the process to impact me further and to eliminate any 
underlying power imbalances or space for unintended exploitation. sematthew.format.com

DEL

https://sematthew.format.com/#1
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Talitha-Cu-Mi Idirashe Musadavira

I’m a fashion photographer based in London, UK. The pictures I take 
are a representation of how I see the world and the changes I want 
to make. As a woman of colour I face different challenges and one of 
them being my self image and self love of who I am, but I put myself 
in front of the camera to capture every flow, whether it be to inspire 
someone or celebrate myself. My work focuses on representing 
people of colour and my love for fashion. I bring them together to 
create a safe environment for people to celebrate their different 
cultures and who they are.

This body of work is a representation of me and my progress during 
my photography journey. I wanted to photograph myself appreciating 
black culture. These projects were inspired by different topics. From 
showing racism in black and white to celebrating all the beauty black 
has to show.

I want to build connections with other fashion designers. I have decided 
to photograph fashion clothing for designers. When I graduate, I want 
to have a fashion portfolio and this project is an opportunity for me to 
work with designers and have their work presented on how they want 
it to be seen. @idirashe.mdx

https://www.instagram.com/idirashe.mdx/
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Follow us on Instagram @mdxphoto

https://www.instagram.com/mdxphoto/



